The Gift Knife??
Some time ago I set out to research the story behind the WW1 knife known commonly to
collectors of Military knives as the “Gift Knife”.
These knives are found often enough in Australia to believe that they are leftovers from WW1
brought home by the Diggers.
What is the gift knife?
The clasp knife referred to as the Gift Knife has a single blade and tin opener with a jigged bone
handle (fig 1). The blade is about 3 ½ inches long and the handle closed is about 4 f inches.
They are a sturdy well made knife and many Sheffield makers are found among the knives.
The story that follows these knives is that they were not Military issue but were included in gift
parcels allegedly distributed by the Red Cross during WW1.

fig 1
I felt it necessary to carry out two simultaneous enquiries:
One was too establish if this pattern knife was ever part of a Gift tin and
The other was to establish what clasp knife the Australian Imperial Force (proudly known by the
initials AIF), was issued with during WW1.
The Gift Tin/Box
I have looked into the Gift Box’s, to find out how many types were issued and what their contents
were. The main one was the Princess Mary Gift Box (fig. 2), intended to be distributed to all
serving personnel for Christmas 1914. A visit to the Imperial War Museum web site gave me
a lot of information.
The Gift Box’s were made of brass and were supplied primarily with cigarettes and tobacco in
them. There was also a box for non smokers and version for nurses (chocolates and candy) and
other contents and other versions taking in to consideration the ethnic background of the troops
they were to be issued to. Amongst all of the items described as having been in the boxes, a clasp
knife was not one of them.
There was one reference only when referring to shortages, that a knife was substituted. But the
knife is not described and must only have been in very small quantities. Other collectors have
suggested that this knife would have been similar to the bullet pencil also issued as a replacement
in some tins.
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fig. 2
I have contacted the Imperial War Museum and asked about the Gift Tin and its contents. Here
are some sections from the reply:
“Having conducted a preliminary search, I'm afraid I could not locate any examples of or
information about clasp knives that were issued as part of a gift set.”
“The above title (The collector and researchers guide to the Great War / by Howard Williamson)
also provides a break-down of the contents of the various issues of the Princess Mary Gift Tin.
I'm afraid that I could not locate any references to a clasp knife.”

There is a listing in the IWM (WEA 4025) of a Clasp Knife, referred to as a Gift Knife. The
information with this knife contradicts the information given to me by the IWM.
I have found references to a Gift Box issued by Queen Alexandra but this was evidently only
issued to Household Regiments and not to everyone who was serving on the front. Queen
Alexandra also issued gifts to nurses who were part of Queen Alexandra's Imperial Military
Nursing Service (QAIMNS).
References were found to other unit specific gifts and civilian based gift tins that contained
chocolate and/or smoking supplies and/or writing materials.
No clasp knives were mentioned in any of these gifts.
The Red Cross connection?
The “Gift Knife” has also been referred to as the “Red Cross Gift Knife” because of the belief
that it was issued by the Red Cross. So I have then searched for Red Cross Gift Box’s. So far
I have found no record of any such item ever being distributed by the British Red Cross during
WW1. In fact the IWM website (referenced above) calls in to doubt, the suggestion that the
Princess Mary Gift Boxes were distributed by the Red Cross. This statement indicates that they
were in fact distributed through the Postal system.
“The Princess's gifts, and the Christmas card sent from the King and Queen to each man and
woman serving in the forces added to an already enormous quantity of letters and parcels in the
two weeks prior to Christmas and imposed a great strain on the Army administrative and postal
services.”
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The Australian War Contingent Association
Further research revealed that there was a Gift Tin issued to Australian troops by the Australian
War Contingent Association, London (fig 3).
However a search of the newspapers of the day did not reveal a clasp knife as having been a part
of the gifts distributed. Mostly the gifts they gave were to improve the soldiers comfort. The
following article found in The Advertiser, Adelaide, SA on Monday 24 July 1916 on Page 8 best
describes their work:
AUSTRALIAN WAR CONTINGENT ASSOCIATION.
We are asked to publish the following information concerning the Australian War Contingent
Association, 50, Palace street, London, England, which was formed at the commencement of the
war at the instigation of the British Government:- Since its formation the association has spent
over £15,000 in comforts, special provisions, tobacco, personal kit, clothing, souvenir chocolate
at Christmas, social care, reading matter, excursions and entertainments, games, outfits, and in
many other directions, for troops in the fighting areas and in England. It has also organised and
carries on systematic visiting of hospitals and workrooms for ladies: has arranged visits of
hundreds of officers and men to private homes throughout Great Britain; acted as Information
Bureau and forwarding agents; and is now officially appointed to receive and forward exempted
dutiable gifts from Australia for Australians in British regiments stationed in Great Britain or in
the British Navy; such gifts to be collected in Australia, where information is published thereon.
The association wants more illustrated and other weeklies for troops, and welcomes any work for
the Australian troops or their relatives. The High Commissioner of the Commonwealth is the
president, General Sir Newton Moore the chairman, and all the Agents-General and their wives,
Lady Birdwood, and others, are on the executive committee.
This example is on display in the War Museum of Western Australia

fig 3
Australian Red Cross
Further investigation revealed that the Australian Red Cross Society also distributed Comfort
Parcels to Australian troops during WW1, but these mostly went to troops who were wounded
and in hospital or to those who were Prisoners of War, and again no clasp knives were mentioned
in their contents.
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Finally a breakthrough!
I have been fortunate enough to come across Chris Pollendine, a long time collector of Gift Tins
and Chris made these observations:
“I have collected soldiers gifts for years, but have never come across any reference to your knife
- at least not in the context of British gifts, which is my field.” “The Queen Alexandra tin
contained 25 cigarettes, nothing else.” “I can state that Queen Alexandra's gift never included
a knife.”
“Princess Mary's gift, at least some of them, did though. Records show that during early
production, stocks of the tinder lighter that were part of the gift were exhausted. Substitute gifts
of similar size & value were substituted, all bought from commercial sources. These were bullet
pencil cases, tobacco pouches, shaving brushes, combs, pencil cases with packets of postcards,
knives, scissors, cigarette cases and purses. What sort of knives are not mentioned. I have found
a couple attributed to gift tins - and these have been very tiny pen knives - certainly not your
knife.” “they all had issue clasp knives anyhow - why bother? “
“I'm of a mind that it didn't exist as such - certainly not as part of a British gift.”
“I include a couple of pics (fig 4 and fig 5) of typical small penknives, of the type associated with
the Mary tin. Theses are generic, but give an idea of the size (3" approx) and type.”

fig 4

fig 5

Knives for the troops
I also considered it necessary to establish exactly what clasp knives were issued to Australian
troops.
Australia had no knife manufacturing industry at the time of WW1. All clasp knives issued to
Australian troops had to be sourced elsewhere, most likely the UK, and then, at least early in the
war, issued to the troops at some point after departing Australia for service in the Middle East
or Europe.
Because of the large numbers involved, it must be assumed that examples of the clasp knives
issued to Australian troops in WW1 will now be held by Australian collectors.
The most likely contender for issue was the British pattern 6353/1905 clasp knife (fig 6). There
is good evidence of the pattern 6353/1905 clasp knife being issued to Australian troops in the
booklet “The Recruits Companion”, (relevant page courtesy Australian War Memorial) where
it describes “Knife, clasp, with marline spike, tin opener” (fig 7).
www.australianmilitaryknives.com/claspww1/recruitcomp.html
This booklet dated June 1918 was given to all new members of the AIF. This description fits the
pattern 6353/1905 clasp knife very closely (but for scale material it also closely fits two other
official British patterns as well, but these evidently did not see widespread issue.)
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fig 6

fig. 7
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Another breakthrough!
As mentioned earlier, for a long time it was the belief that the “Gift Knives” were not a military
pattern. Another researcher Joe Sweeney, provided information which showed that the “Gift
Knife” was in fact pattern 8173/1914 (single blade, tin opener with jigged bone handle) and was
indeed a British issue knife.
www.australianmilitaryknives.com/claspww1/brit_patterns.html
Joe has also provided evidence that this pattern knife was issued to British troops. Joe has
discovered an issue scale for the British Expeditionary Forces (fig. 8), that specifically states that
knives without marline spike are to be issued to Infantry (and other dismounted troops).
www.australianmilitaryknives.com/documents/befissuescale.pdf
The British pattern 8173/1914 clasp knife (single blade, tin opener with jigged bone handle) is
known by many collectors only as the “Gift Knife”. Collectors may also be aware of three
variations of this pattern, they were 8171/1914 with stag horn handle, 8172/1914 with checked
black horn handle, and 8173/1914 with bone handle.
Late in the war the following patterns for clasp knives were also approved. Pattern 9401/1917,
26 April 1917, introduced “Knives, Clasp with Tin Opener and Marline Spike with Nickle
Scales”. Pattern 9402/1917, 23 April 1917, introduced “Knives, Clasp with Tin Opener and
Marline Spike with Fibre Scales”. Pattern 9403/1917, 20 April 1917, introduced “Knives, Clasp
with Tin Opener and Fibre Scales”. Pattern 9404/1917, 26 April 1917, introduced “Knives, Clasp
with Tin Opener and Steel Scales”.

fig 8
The pattern 8173/1914 clasp knife with the jigged bone handle appears to be the most common
of these knives now found in collections. These patterns were produced in vast numbers
probably by all of the major Sheffield cutlery manufacturers, however, to date no example has
been identified with a legitimate W/l\D inspection stamp (although in recent times, spurious
examples have been offered for sale by one UK dealer). Lawrie Wilson an Australian collector
who has been collecting these knives for over 30 years has informed me that he has yet to find
any of these knives with verifiable military acceptance markings.
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Without a doubt the absence of any legitimate W/l\D stamp has caused collectors much angst and
confusion, as a result, for many years it has been the belief of many collectors in the UK that the
pattern 8173/1914 clasp knife was not an issue item and that the only explanation for it to be in
the possession of soldiers was that it was a “Gift”.
Joe Sweeney has made the observation that lack of W/l\D stamps is not an indication of not being
purchased by the Royal Army Clothing Depot (clasp knives were considered an item of clothing)
as not all items so purchased were stamped.
It is worth noting here that my enquiries have established that there are many pattern 6353/1905
clasp knives, believed to be WW1 issue, in collections that do not have acceptance marks.
Perhaps too much emphasis has been placed on this point!
The final breakthrough!
In March 2015, I received an enquiry from Trevor Williams whose great uncle was killed at
Gallipoli. One of the four items returned to the family was a pocket knife that had been handed
out as a Christmas Gift to AIF troops in Egypt by the High Commissioner of Australia to the
United Kingdom, Sir George Reid prior to the Gallipoli landing. He asked if I knew of these
knives and was hopeful I could provide an image that could be circulated among the relatives to
find if it still existed.
Trevor’s enquiry directed me to an article from the Nepean Times (Penrith, NSW) Saturday 20
February 1915 which featured an article “Letters from the Front” which included excerpts from
letters written home by local boys. This article contained the most useful piece of information
yet found in the section from Private Fred Messer:
Private Messer gleefully refers to the visit of Sir Geo Reid, and says that the High
Commissioner's ((Sir G H Reid) present of a pocket knife to each of them (allotted by the
Commonwealth Government) as a Xmas Box, was much appreciated. Over 10,000 knives had
been given out, and more to follow, at the time Private Messer despatched his letter. The
troops, severally, also received from the Australian War Fund Association, London, a large
box of chocolates as a Christmas offering, which had the following inscription "To the
Australian Expeditionary Force from the Australian War Contingent Association, London. A
Happy New Year to one and all."

fig 9

Fig 10
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This was the first and so far the only reference I have found that mentions the distribution of a
“pocket knife’ to troops. It did not describe the pocket knife in detail. Fortunately, Trevor was
able to provide me with a small image of Fred Messer showing a clasp knife attached to his belt
(fig 9) and an enlargement (fig 10). In the enlargement, while not very clear, the knife shown;
certainly appears to be the knife known as the Gift Knife and which we now know as the pattern
8173/1914 clasp knife.
It is quite logical that after these knives were given as a Christmas gift to the soldiers that they
became known as Gift Knives. It is certain that a clasp knife became a standard part of the issue
kit of the WW1 digger later in the war. The name seems to have stuck.
Conclusions
Gift Knife
Was there such a thing as a Red Cross Gift Knife as part of a Gift Tin?
Well it now seems that the answer to that is “No”!
At this stage I have found no evidence at all that the clasp knife previously referred as the Gift
Knife was ever distributed as a gift to any of the British or Commonwealth troops during WW1
as part of any of the various Gift tins. Even the other collectors I have communicated with admit
that they were just simply passing on information as they themselves had heard it.
I believe that description of item WEA 4025 in the Imperial War Museum is in error, and was
just another example of the misinformation continually being repeated. I can find no other
reliable sources to support it. The information provided is inaccurate because we now know that
the clasp knife with blade and tin opener was in fact the British pattern 8173/1914 and was an
issue item for British troops.
The real Gift Knife!
It would now seem that there was some substance to the term Gift Knife as we now know that
at least 10,000 clasp knives were given to Australian troops as a Christmas Gift Box in 1914. On
the basis of a very grainy photograph these knives are most likely the 8173/1914 pattern
This explains why the Australian soldiers would have referred to the knives as a Gift Knife. Even
if they subsequently became an issue item, the term stuck.
So “YES”, there was a Gift Knife! But not as previously believed!
What clasp knife were the AIF issued with?
There is no doubt that the British pattern 6353/1905 clasp knife was issued to Australian troops.
The booklet “The Recruits Companion” confirms this.
How do we quantify a clasp knife that was a “Gift” to the troops? I think it is fair to consider this
knife to be an issue item in that it was provided to the troops by the Government and not private
sources.
The failure to issue a clasp knife in the beginning was surely an oversight. The “Gift” corrected
this and a clasp knife became a subsequent issue item.
I believe that there is no doubt that both the 8173/1914 pattern and the 6353/1905, pattern and
their variants were issued to the members of the Australian Imperial Force in WW1.
When additional information is found it will be added to this synopsis.
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John Kroezen
17 July, 2016
Email: military.knives@gmail.com
Web Site: www.australianmilitaryknives.com
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